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1. LITHIUM MINING

2. NATIONAL GIRL CHILD DAY

Union's environmental standards, 

protestors have been pointing out The Serbia government has 
that lithium mining in the $2.4-revoked the licenses for lithium 
billion project would irrevocably mining to Rio Tinto, an Anglo-
pollute the drinking water.Australian multinational mining 

organisation, following protests ?Serbian capital Belgrade is 

for nearly two months. surrounded by lignite mines and 

coal power plants powered by 

these mines, which only make the 
?Serbians have been protesting pollution worse.

against Rio Tinto's plans to mine 

lithium in the Jadar valley near 

Lozinca town in the country. National Girl Child Day is 

celebrated in the country on 
?Rio Tinto had discovered lithium 

January 24 every year with an deposits in the country in 2006 and 
objective to provide support and had bought land in the Lozinca 
opportunities to the girls of India.area in Serbia

?The mine would have produced 

enough lithium to operate one ?It aims towards promoting 

million electric vehicles along awareness about the rights of the 

with boric acid and sodium girl child and to increase 

sulphate. awareness on the importance of 

girl education, and their health and 
?While Rio Tinto has said to be 

nutrition and also to promote the fulfilling all Serbia's and European 
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girls position in the society to ?There is a direct link to the e-

make their living better among the Sanjeevani Teleconsultation facility 

society. through the CGHS website.

?National Girl Child Day was first 

initiated in 2008 by the Ministry 

of Women and Child Development.

Union Minister for Health and 

Family Welfare digitally launched 

the revamped CGHS (Central 

Government Health Scheme) 

website (www.cghs.gov.in) and 

mobile app, “MyCGHS”.

?The Website has been developed 

in accordance with GIGW 

(Guidelines for Indian Government 

Websites). These standards and 
?The Spice Board of India recently guidelines make the website 3U 

launched the Spice Exchange compliant i.e., Usable, User-Centric 
Portal.and Universally Accessible.

?As mandated by the GIGW, the 

site has been made Bilingual ?The portal will act as a meeting 

(Hindi  and English)  with point between the Indian spice 

provision to make it multi-lingual exporters and the buyers all over 

in future. the world. 

4.  Yogyata Mobile Application

3. CENTRAL GOVERNMENT 

HEALTH SCHEME (CGHS)

5. Spice Exchange Portal

The various features of the 

upgraded CGHS website are as 

follows:

About:-

?The Common Service Centre 

operating under the Ministry of 

Electronics and IT recently 

launched the Yogyata Mobile 

Application.

?The main objective of the 

application is to provide skill 

development opportunities to the 

youths in the rural areas.

?The app will offer courses in 3D 

printing, CAD, cybersecurity and 

several other IT tools.

?The app will provide industrial 

based training and make the 

learners job ready.
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?This platform is first of its kind in in 1971 as a protest image. 

the country. However, it is now an official 

national flag and the dominant 
?The platform was launched by the 

Aboriginal emblem.Union Ministry of Commerce and 

Industry. ?Despite this, several Aboriginal 

people are of the view that, flag has 
?The portal uses Artificial Intelligence 

been “held hostage” by copyright to connect the buyers and sellers.
deals which limit its display.

?It will add value to government 
?This flag can now be reproduced efforts of increasing spice exports

by anyone without following any 
?It will increase the ease of doing legal threats.

business in the country.
?Government paid more than USD 

20m, for securing the copyright 

?Spices contribute 41 percentage of and for  terminat ing lease  

total horticultural exports. agreements.

?Spices rank fourth in Indian 

agricultural commodities. 

?The first three ranks are held by 

marine products, non basmati rice 

and basmati rice.

?The Aboriginal flag was created by 

indigenous artist Harold Thomas 

Spice Trade in India:-

About:-
Key Points:-

7. Online Storage Management 

(OSM)

6. Australian Aboriginal flag

Central government is set to roll 

out a digital system called “Online 

Storage Management (OSM)” from 

April 1, 2022 in a bid to bring in 

operational efficiency in storage, 
Government of Australia has bought movement and distribution of food 
copyright of Aboriginal flag, in order grains under Targeted Public 
to free the identity symbol from Distribution System (TPDS).
fights over who can use it.

?The OSM system is being 

developed by state governments in 

collaboration with the Department 
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of Food and Public Distribution 

(DFPD).

grains stocks, which are held in the 

godowns  o f  FCI ,  Cen t ra l  

Warehousing Corporation and 
?The online storage management 

state warehousing corporations.system would provide real time 

data on the volume and quality of ?The system will track each stack of 

rice and wheat stocks with Food grain stocks, starting from 

Corporation of India (FCI) and procurement points to PDS 

other government agencies. distribution outlets.

?It will provide information on food 
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